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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an ongoing PhD research project on visual
perception and motion analysis applied to virtual signers (virtual
agents used for Sign Language interaction).

Virtual signers (or signing avatars) play an important role in
the accesibility of information in sign languages. They have been
developed notably for their capability to anonymize shape and ap-
pearance of the content producer. While motion capture provides
human-like, realistic and comprehensible signing animations, it
also arises the question of anonymity. Human body movements
contain important information about a person’s identity, gender
or emotional state. In the present work, we want to address the
problem of gestural identity in the context of animated agents in
French Sign Language. On the one hand, the ability to identify a
person from signing motion is assessed through psychophysical
experiments, using point-light displays. On the other hand, a com-
putational framework is developed in order to investigate which
features are critical for person identification and to control them
over the virtual agent.
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1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Since 2005 1, French public institutions must provide accessible
content to users regardless of their disability, including deaf people
using Sign Language (SL). For now, accessibility in SL is mainly
achieved by pre-recorded videos. This cannot enable real-time in-
teraction nor anonymity for the content provider.

More generally, the need for producing messages anonymously
is an important demand of deaf people as many of them have prob-
lems communicating through written content. Indeed, most deaf
people communicate in a sign language. The spoken language of
1https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000000809647&
categorieLien=id
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their country (e.g. French) is only a second language and is almost
impossible to be learnt without any auditory cues. As a conse-
quence, video remains the main communication tool used by native
signers. It arises the question of anonymity and concerns many
domains, from the work of professional journalists to the social
networks where deaf users leave comments. The development of
virtual signers is thus expanding, in order to make written material
on internet more accessible to deaf users.

Several studies at LIMSI in Automatic Sign Language Processing
are part of the elaboration of virtual signers [7] [26] [3]. While this
is not the only existing method [7], these virtual agents tend to
be animated using motion capture (mocap) on real actors [8], as it
provides highly realistic and comprehensible content. Movements
of the ’mocapped’ person are thenmapped to the virtual agent.With
such accurate systems, the avatar motion convey rich information
that can make the actor identifiable, such as the voice can allow a
given person to be identified.

Realism, agreeableness and comprehensibility of virtual signers
have been assessed in several studies [13] [14] [1]. Other studies
evaluated SL mocap data from a linguistic approach [5] [17] [18].
However, the problem of anonymization and gestural identity have
not been addressed in the context of SL animation. The aim of this
work is to better understand how this critical information is hidden
in the complex motion stimulus, in order to provide a better control
of the virtual signers. For that, we extend the gestural identity prob-
lem to the specific motion patterns of French Sign Language. First,
we aim at finding critical features which differentiate gestural styles
of human signers. Second, we apply it to motion generation sys-
tems in order to provide an animated agent model with controllable
gestural style.

In the next section (section 2), we present the current develop-
ments of the project and the last section (section 3) presents what
has already been done and what action is planned.

2 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY : COMBINING
PERCEPTION STUDIES AND COMPUTING
APPROACHES

Humans can extract important information from biological motion
(i.e. movements produced by humans or animals), such as one’s
intentions, emotions, or identity. How such information can be
retrieved from complex movements remains a challenging question
for both computer vision and visual perception areas. It seems cru-
cial to consider this complex matter for the generation of virtual
agents movements. Providing realistic, human-like and anonymized
animations would ensure higher acceptability and comprehensibil-
ity than actual signing avatars.

We have adopted a pluridisciplinary approach, combining per-
ception studies and computing methods. In a first step (section
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Figure 1: The 19 3D markers (left) provided by our mocap system, then transformed into point-light display (right).

2.1), we have to verify if the identity of a signer can be perceived
only with motion cues. Then (section 2.2), we have to design meth-
ods that will allow us to extract the useful features using machine
learning approaches.

2.1 Gestural identity perception
The studies of Johansson [11] [12] were the first to introduce the no-
tion of point-light (PL) stimuli. This display separates information
given by dynamic cues from characteristics such as shape or aspect
of the person. This is why we have decided to use this method for
our purpose. The key idea is to attach small point lights to the major
joints of a person’s body and film it in front of a dark background.
Using this device, Johansson showed that humans could recognize
a set of moving dots as a human walker. Point-light displays are
widely used since then. Different studies demonstrated that they
contain enough information to recognize familiar people from their
gaits [6] [16] [10] [31]. It also inspired studies in sign language
perception, evaluating comprehensibility with this reduced setup
[24] [27].

Relying on passive reflective markers, mocap systems capture
equivalent information as point-light displays, and mocap corpora
can be used for this kind of studies. Our first analysis of signers
motion has been done by computing PL stimuli from mocap data,
in order to elaborate an identification task. The aim is to verify
first that the identity of a signer can be transmitted through the
movement only.

Identification task
In a perceptual experiment, participants are asked to identify sign-
ing actors shown as point-light displays. Four different signers
describe images in French Sign Language. They are displayed as
videos of white moving dots, on a dark background. Three of them
are well known from the general public, the fourth is not. Each

participant specifies which signer he/her knows before viewing the
stimuli.

Stimuli
Point-light stimuli are generated from mocap data. Each mocap
sensor representing major joints of the body is displayed, white on
black. We use MOCAP1 [3], a 3D corpus of motion capture data
on French Sign Language (LSF). The 3D body movements of eight
LSF native signers have been recorded. From this collection, we
selected four signers, twomen and twowomen. A set of 23 reflective
markers was attached to their body. We did not include movements
of the signer’s face. Actors were wearing suits to record markers of
the shoulders, the elbows, the wrists, the hands and the chest. Four
sensors were attached to a cap and recording the head movements.

Recordings were done with an Optitrack S250e, equipped with
10 cameras with a spatial resolution of 0.7 Mpixels and a temporal
resolution of 250 Hz. From the 23 markers, we derived 19 virtual
markers which optimally describe the major joints of the body
in PL displays. Figure 1 shows the 19 markers in a 3D view and
point-light display. All the stimuli are displayed in front view.

Design and procedure
The participants take part in the experiment through an online-
survey. Native signers are more likely to identify the actors in the
stimuli, however the experiment is also open to non-signers who
could interact with signing people. The language level and the
degree of interaction with signers are evaluated in the first place.

Before the test sessions, the four signing actors are introduced
to the participants with a short video of them using LSF. Unlike the
test stimuli, this introducing video includes the person appearance,
clothing etc. The participants specify whom of the four signers
they know. After one training trial, the test session consists of 20
trials. A trial begins with a 10-sec stimulus display, followed by



the presentation of 5 buttons. The task is to identify the signer.
Four buttons are illustrated by the four signers (screenshot from
the introducing video) and another button enables them to answer
that they did not recognize the signer. Each signer is presented five
times, with five different contents (each photo is presented only
once and by only one signer).

2.2 Gestural identity and machine learning

Figure 2: A virtual signer developed at LIMSI [4].

In conjunction with this study, we aim at providing a compu-
tational framework for the control of signing agent gestural style.
The algorithm is developed for analysis and synthesis of the signers
motion. Using machine learning techniques, we will be in a position
to extract critical features for identification and to control them
over the agent.

Proposed methodology based on motion studies
The key hypothesis is that mostly the dynamic part of signing
motion accounts for person identification, as it has been shown
for walking [31]. We present here one possible approach devel-
oped in biological motion studies, which reduces the motion data
to a low-dimensional space. The principal components of this re-
duced representation are then used to feed a linear classifier. This
framework provides a way to investigate critical features for person
identification, with no a priori assumption.

Studies assessed candidate features bymanipulatingmotion stim-
uli and evaluating the effect on recognition through experiments
[15] [31] [2] [19]. A causal link was then established between the
candidate features and the task. Other approaches address the ques-
tion as a pattern recognition problem, with no a priori hypothesis
[29] [30] [20] [21] [25]. Statistical analysis (PCA, Fourier-based
decomposition) of the motion data extracts components which are
critical for the task (identification, gender classification..). They
might be less interpretable than classic features such as velocity,
quantity of movement etc. This approach takes its inspiration from

eigenfaces, in the face recognition domain [22] [23]. O’Toole et al.
demonstrate that identifiable faces can be reconstructed from only a
subset of eigenvectors of a covariance matrix of faces. In this study,
we propose to extend the idea of eigenpostures and eigenwalkers
[29] to the signers.

Data processing
The proposed methodology consists of working at the sign level, in
order to limitate the linguistic complexity that could be a source
of variation between signers, allowing the person identification.
Isolated signs will be analysed thanks to a mocap system, beginning
with periodic signs such as "pédaler" (to cycle) or "marcher" (to
walk). Signing data can be seen as a time series of postures described
by the 3D coordinates of 19 markers (Figure 1). Each posture refers
to a 57-dimensional vector :

p = (x1,y1, z1, ..., z19) (1)
This representation can be reduced to an average posture and

eigenpostures for walking data [29] [30], we will investigate its
extent to our signing data. A 57xN (e.g. N=5,000 postures) matrix
S representing one signer phrase, can then be reduced to a 57xd
matrix F (d << N), depending on the number d of components
we use. This value is set so that the components cover the overall
variance at the most.

Linear classifier for person identification
The second step of this computational framework is to train a
linear classifier to identify signers with the extracted features. A
linear discriminant function is computed by regressing the signers
labels on their features. The weights of the linear regression w
are optimized (minimizing the least-square error) following this
relation :

wT F = c (2)
c is the class vector indicating the label to which signer i belongs

(ci = 1 if signer 1). This discriminant function w thus optimally
separates the feature space according to signers gestural identity.

3 FUTUREWORK
In this PhD project, we adapted MOCAP1 corpus to the identifica-
tion purpose and we proposed lines of research for motion analysis
and synthesis, using machine learning techniques. At this stage :
• We designed a perceptual experiment to assess the identifica-
tion of signers shown as point-light displays. It will provide
preliminary results and will help to design a second exper-
iment including computational manipulations on specific
motion cues. It will also enable us to evaluate the need for
the creation of a new mocap corpus, specific to identification.
• We are currently developing algorithmic methods for motion
analysis. Features are extracted from the mocap data with
a data-driven approach, and then feed a linear classifier for
person identification.
• We evaluated methods for motion synthesis in order to ani-
mate the virtual signer and control the extracted features, as
presented in the following.



First part of the future work consists of running the perceptual
experiment, collecting and analysing data. Second, we will refine
the proposed methods for motion decomposition and aim at devel-
oping a framework that is invertible (i.e. that enables visualization
of the extracted features). A simple Fourier-based decomposition of
the time-series postures is one possible solution. If the motion data
is trained for person identification based on its Fourier components,
we are in a position to manipulate the components and then come
back to the time-series representation. Extension of this approach
to our dataset of periodic signs is ongoing. For unperiodic sign
movements, more complex techniques are needed. We would refer
to the notion of spatio-temporal correspondences and morphable
models [9]. The idea is to define spatio-temporal differences be-
tween prototypes and a reference pattern. New motion can then
be generated from a linear combination of these correspondences.
Another way to circumvent the problem of temporal description is
to normalize the number of frames for each sign. Tilmanne & Dutoit
apply PCA to time-normalized data and demonstrate that they can
re-generate walking motion in a specific style thanks to Gaussian
Modeling [28]. Controlling the gestural style of our virtual signer
thanks to Gaussian Mixture Models is another approach that we
are evaluating as part of this doctoral project.

4 INTEREST OF THE DOCTORAL
CONSORTIUM TO THIS RESEARCH

This consortium would enable us to get valuable feedback on the
chosen approach andmethods. The problemwe address involves the
development of algorithms for gesture analysis and synthesis, but
also methods to evaluate the virtual agent. We would be honored to
interact with the other participants on this matters. In addition, the
Doctoral Consortium would offer us the opportunity to learn from
other researchers about person identification in other domains,
such as speech or facial expressions.
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